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Abstract: Insulators find extensive use across diverse facets of power systems, playing a pivotal role
in ensuring the security and stability of electrical transmission. Detecting insulators is a fundamental
measure to secure the safety and stability of power transmission, with precise insulator positioning
being a prerequisite for successful detection. To overcome challenges such as intricate insulator back-
grounds, small defect scales, and notable differences in target scales that reduce detection accuracy,
we propose the AC-YOLO insulator multi-defect detection network based on adaptive attention
fusion. To elaborate, we introduce an adaptive weight distribution multi-head self-attention module
designed to concentrate on intricacies in the features, effectively discerning between insulators and
various defects. Additionally, an adaptive memory fusion detection head is incorporated to amal-
gamate multi-scale target features, augmenting the network’s capability to extract insulator defect
characteristics. Furthermore, a CBAM attention mechanism is integrated into the backbone network
to enhance the detection performance for smaller target defects. Lastly, improvements to the loss
function expedite model convergence. This study involved training and evaluation using publicly
available datasets for insulator defects. The experimental results reveal that the AC-YOLO model
achieves a notable 5.1% enhancement in detection accuracy compared to the baseline. This approach
significantly boosts detection precision, diminishes false positive rates, and fulfills real-time insulator
localization requirements in power system inspections.

Keywords: deep learning; image processing; insulator; defect detection; YOLOv5

1. Introduction

Amidst the swift progression of the economy, the escalating need for electrical power
presents challenges in maintaining and repairing the power grid infrastructure. Insulators,
serving as essential components of high-voltage transmission lines, deliver both electrical
insulation and mechanical support [1]. Nonetheless, insulators are vulnerable to defects
such as spontaneous explosion, fracture, and flashover, attributed to influences such as
atmospheric conditions and mechanical stress. More importantly, insulator defects rep-
resent one of the primary sources of power system failures, responsible for over half of
all incidents. Consequently, the expedient and precise detection and characterization of
insulators and their defects carry substantial practical implications for maintenance and
repair staff.

It is acknowledged that the detection process of high-voltage insulators can be accom-
plished through conventional image processing algorithms, based on techniques such as
background removal, masking, contouring, and BW conversion [2,3]. Traditional image
processing algorithms primarily rely on manually designed feature structures for the target.
For instance, in the work by Zhai et al. [4], based on the spatial morphological consistency of
insulators, significant detection was performed on inspection images to identify candidate
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regions of insulators. Subsequently, descriptors characterizing the insulator features were
defined based on the projection curves obtained after binary segmentation of the candidate
regions. This augmentation enables precise localization of insulator strings. However,
this approach not only requires sufficient prior knowledge but also heavily depends on
manually designed features, resulting in poor generalization and difficulty in application
across different scenarios in electrical engineering.

Owing to the advancements in deep learning technology [5–7], defect detection tech-
niques grounded on convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [8] have gained popular-
ity. In contrast with traditional insulator defect detection methodologies, deep learning-
based approaches can discern defect areas more accurately, even amidst complex back-
grounds or occlusions, and they do not demand additional information. Therefore, it is
necessary to employ deep learning methods for insulator detection. The current deep
learning-based target detection techniques can be bifurcated into two categories. The
first encompasses two-stage deep learning target detection algorithms that utilize Faster
R-CNN [9]. For instance, Ni et al. [10] put forth an enhanced Faster R-CNN-based method
to identify faults in key components of transmission lines. This method merges the Incep-
tion [11] and ResNet101 [12] networks to establish a feature extraction network and accom-
plishes accurate identification of defective parts via target positioning and classification.
Lin et al. [13] introduced a size-corrected CNN-based strategy for locating and classifying
defects in insulator strings. This approach utilizes laser radars to compute the unmanned
aerial vehicle (UVA) correction vector, ensuring consistent spatial dimensions of insula-
tors. Furthermore, it employs Faster R-CNN for the purpose of defect detection. Despite
this method providing high detection accuracy and excelling in the detection of small
targets, its two-stage detection methodology introduces increased model complexity and a
considerable number of parameters, which subsequently results in diminished detection
speeds. The second category encompasses single-stage target detection algorithms, among
which YOLO [14–16] is frequently employed. Huang et al. [17] proposed an automatic
insulator detection method using the YOLOv5 target detection model. This method effec-
tively identifies and localizes insulator defects on transmission lines by implementing the
K-means clustering technique. Han et al. [18] suggested the MobilenetV1-YOLOv4 network,
which integrates Mobilenetv1 with the channel attention mechanism in YOLOv4, thereby
achieving a lightweight detection model; however, this approach results in suboptimal
detection accuracy. Xu et al. [19] employed Ghostnet to reconfigure the extraction network
in YOLOv4 and incorporated the channel attention mechanism into the path aggregation
network, aiming to accelerate the detection speed of insulator defects. Nonetheless, the
detection accuracy of this method reaches only 0.77%.

Despite the notable results achieved in insulator and defect detection by the aforemen-
tioned studies, the primary focus has been on insulator self-explosion defects, with other
types of defects receiving less attention. Furthermore, the majority of the improved models
prioritize enhancing the model’s speed at the cost of accuracy. This trade-off complicates
the algorithms’ ability to meet the inspection requirements in practical applications.

In response to these challenges, we propose in this paper an insulator multi-defect
detection network, AC-YOLO, grounded on an adaptive multi-attention fusion framework
based on the YOLOv5 algorithm. This study’s main contributions can be summarized
as follows:

(1) An adaptive weight distribution multi-head self-attention module (AWDMSM) was
designed to replace certain CSP modules in the backbone feature extraction network and
the path aggregation network. This helps eradicate disturbances emanating from complex
backgrounds. The module establishes a balance between local and global information,
effectively resolving the challenge of distinguishing between insulators and defects amidst
complex backgrounds.

(2) We developed an adaptive memory fusion detection head (AMFDH), superseding
the original YOLO detection head. This new design fully decouples the regression and
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classification tasks, markedly enhancing the model’s convergence speed and small target
detection accuracy.

(3) CBAM (convolutional block attention module) was integrated into the C3 (cross-
stage partial network) module to underscore the critical shallow features and suppress
irrelevant information. This allows for the accurate localization of small target defects in
the network and augments the overall feature representation capability of the network.

(4) The SIoU (structural similarity intersection over union) regression loss function was
employed to concentrate on high-quality anchor boxes, thereby accelerating the network’s
convergence speed.

The improvements highlighted above strike a balance between weighing accuracy and
speed. Finally, validation using a dataset containing normal insulators, breakage insulators,
and flashover insulator defects demonstrates the effectiveness of the improved algorithm.

2. YOLOv5 Target Detection Network

YOLOv5 is the fifth version of the YOLO series of algorithms and is a target detection
algorithm further optimized and improved based on YOLOv4, with the advantages of a fast
detection speed, high detection accuracy, easy deployment of edge devices, etc. YOLOv5 is
divided into five different models according to the sub-module width and depth, namely,
YOLOv5n, YOLOv5s, YOLOv5m, YOLOv5l, and YOLOv5x. These five models gradually
improve with the increase in model volume. With the increase of the model volume,
the detection accuracy gradually improves in these five models. Considering the real-
time detection and accuracy in real scenarios, the YOLOv5s-6.1 model was chosen as the
benchmark model for insulator multi-defect detection in this paper. The YOLOv5s network
structure is shown in Figure 1.
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YOLOv5, as a whole, consists of four parts: the input side, the backbone feature extrac-
tion network, the neck network, and the prediction header. The input side uses mosaic data
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enhancement, adaptive anchor frame calculation, and adaptive image scaling operations to
enrich the dataset, alleviate model overfitting, and improve the overall model performance.
For the backbone feature extraction network part, YOLOv5 version 6.1 replaces the Focus
module, the first layer of the network, with a 6 × 6 sized convolutional layer, both of
which are equivalent in feature extraction but are more efficient for training on certain
GPU devices: the C3 module achieves feature fusion and improves the computational
speed by residual linking and embedding multiple bottleneck modules; the SPPF module
uses multiple small-sized pooling. The SPPF module uses multiple small-size pooling
kernels cascaded instead of a single large-size pooling kernel in the SPP (spatial pyramid
pooling) module, which further improves the operation speed while retaining the original
functionality. Neck feature fusion adopts the FPN (feature pyramid network) and the
PANet (path aggregation network) to realize the fusion of deep semantic features and
shallow location features and to enhance the fusion of information at multiple scales. The
prediction head part, which receives the feature maps of different scales delivered by Neck,
uses the GIoU (generalized intersection over union) bounding box loss function to speed
up the model convergence and employs non-maximal inhibition to filter the target frames
to form three prediction layers, which are used for predicting and regressing the targets.
The components of the YOLOv5s network are shown in Figure 2.
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3. AC-YOLO Target Detection Network

The model AC-YOLO proposed in this paper is improved based on YOLOv5. Its struc-
ture is shown in Figure 3. At first, the AWDMSM (adaptive weight distribution multi-head
self-attention module) is substituted for some of the C3 modules in the backbone network
and path aggregation network, enhancing the processing capability of the features from dif-
ferent layers and improving the insulator and defect discrimination ability. Secondly, using
AMFDH (adaptive memory fusion detection head), adaptive learning of the importance of
the features is undertaken to reduce the conflict of feature information in different demands
and introducing CBAM attention to construct the Attn-C3 (attention cross-stage partial
network) module after the backbone output to refine the features to increase the attention
of insulator defects. Finally, the SIoU function is used in the bounding box loss calculation
to accelerate the model convergence. The above-improved parts together constitute the
basic structure of the AC-YOLO network.
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Figure 3. Structure of the AC-YOLO network model.

3.1. Adaptive Weight Distribution Multi-Head Self-Attention Module

The complex diversity of the background of the high-voltage overhead transmission
line and the distance of the UAV aerial photography result in the insulator defect target
being detected with relatively little pixel information in the image. In this case, the original
YOLOv5 model is susceptible to the interference of complex background information and
other fixtures on the transmission line when extracting insulator breakage and flashover
features, thus affecting the ability to extract and discriminate effective features of insulators
and their defects. To completely utilize the computational resources and focus attention on
the extraction of key information about insulators and their surface defects, Ashish et al. [20]
proposed a multi-head self-attention mechanism in which each head learns a set of weights,
which is used to weigh combinations of features for each head’s attention. It allows more
attention to be focused on the feature information of the insulators and their local defects
in the labeled region, which leads to a more effective distinction between the complex
background and the insulator region. However, the multi-head attention mechanism
assigns relatively fixed weights to the insulator and defect process, and there is a problem
of unbalanced weight distribution, which makes it difficult for the model to distinguish
insulators and their defects, thus affecting the convergence effect of the model. To solve
this problem, this paper introduces the AWDM (adaptive weight distribution mechanism)
module based on the multi-head self-attention mechanism to design a new AWDMSM
(adaptive weight distribution multi-head self-attention module), the structure of which is
shown in Figure 4. The introduction of the AWDMSM makes the model more flexible in
combining and weighing different features in the training process. Specifically, the model
assigns smaller weights to large targets that are easy to detect, such as normal insulators,
and larger weights to small targets that are not easy to detect, such as insulator breakage
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and flashover. This significantly reduces the difficulty of the model in distinguishing
insulators and their defects, thus accelerating the convergence of the model.
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The locally extracted feature map x is utilized as the input, and three 1 × 1 convolution
operations are performed to yield three feature vectors: q, k, and v. The objective of these
convolution operations is to encode the positional information of each feature, thereby
bolstering the model’s perception of sequence structure capability. Subsequently, the
correlations q(x), k(x), and v(x) between the corresponding local area features and global
features are computed utilizing Equation (1):

q(x) = Wq·q
k(x) = Wk·k
v(x) = Wv·v

, (1)

where Wq, Wk, and Wv are weight matrices, which are learned during training.
The imbalance between semantic and location information during the feature ex-

traction process curtails the model’s detection accuracy. To address this, we propose the
AWDM, the structure of which is illustrated in Figure 5. In the AWDM, first, input the
feature layer Xn (where n ∈ [0,1,2]) with positional encoding. Subsequently, each feature
layer undergoes separate global average pooling to condense its spatial information. These
pooled feature layers are then integrated to obtain the global balanced feature layer Z1×1×λ,
where λ = λ0 + λ1 + λ2. Following that, the globally balanced feature layer is deployed to
equalize the location and semantic information of both shallow and deep layers through
the application of Equation (2). The assigned weights, denoted as Λi, of the output feature
layer are learned via full connection in a defined proportion. Finally, the assigned weights
are used to enhance the original feature layer information to output each attention graph
as RH′

i×W ′
i ×Ki , where R is k′(x) or v′(x), as shown in Equation (3):

Λi = Fi(Z), i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, (2)

Pi = Xi × Λi, i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, (3)

where F(·) denotes the fully connected operation and Ki denotes the number of channels of
the i output feature map.
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The self-attention output feature map is obtained using Equations (4)–(6):

Sij = k′(xi)
Tq(xj), (4)

βj,i = exp(Sij)/
N

∑
i=1

exp(Sij), (5)

O = ∑i ∑n

(
βji/λ

)
in

v′(xi)nj, (6)

where i is the row of the matrix; j is the column of the matrix; n∈[1. . .,d. . .,d], where d is
the feature dimension, and n is the row or column of the feature matrix; λ is the scaling
factor used to avoid the problem of very small gradients; and O = (o1, o2, . . ., od) represents
the self-attention output feature map. The final output of this module is as shown in
Equation (7):

yi = ξOi + xi, (7)

where xi is the input feature layer, yi is the output feature layer, and ξ is the weight factor,
which is initialized to 0 so that the module can fully utilize the initial local information and
gradually assign weights to key local features through the learning of the parameter ξ.

3.2. Embedded AWDMSM Module

The CSP module in YOLOv5 enhances the learning performance of CNN, yet its
overutilization can result in network model overfitting or underfitting, particularly when
managing small datasets that comprise vital multi-target information. To address this issue,
we introduce the AWDMSM as a replacement for the CSP module in both the final layer of
the backbone and the PANet. The structural diagram is depicted in Figure 6.

Figure 6a details the method of embedding within the backbone. After the extrac-
tion of 3 × 3 size convolutional features, the feature map is consolidated from local to
global information via the AWDMSM module. At this stage, the feature information is
sufficiently abundant; thus, no residual connection is performed to curtail the consumption
of computational resources.

In the YOLOv5 algorithm, the features drawn out by the feature pyramid undergo only
a simple residual-free bottleneck block process. This process proves to be too rudimentary,
and the superfluous part of the features extracted by the feature pyramid can negatively
influence the ultimate detection outcomes. Therefore, the post-processing module of the
feature pyramid necessitates further feature filtration, discarding irrelevant information
and preserving only the most effective information to attain the optimal detection effect.
The embedding process is showcased in Figure 6b.
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As depicted in Figure 6b, the integration method of the path aggregation network is
illustrated. The input feature maps undergo a 1 × 1 convolution for information refinement
and a 3 × 3 convolution for feature extraction. Subsequently, these extracted features are
introduced into the AWDMSM module for high-semantic feature classification. Ultimately,
feature fusion is accomplished using the original feature maps through the residual struc-
ture’s skip connection. This technique successfully resolves the vanishing gradient issue
prevalent in deep neural networks and expedites the convergence of the training process.
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Figure 6. AWDMSM with different embedding methods. (a) AWDMSM without residuals in the
backbone; (b) AWDMSM with residuals in PANet.

By simultaneously integrating these two modules into the network, the model’s
perceptual field is expanded, thereby augmenting the network’s learning capacity, which
results in superior detection outcomes.

3.3. Adaptive Memory Fusion Detection Head

Given the significant size variation between insulators and their defective targets,
conventional detection head structures that perform classification and regression simultane-
ously can lead to weight-sharing issues. These issues may cause the model to underperform
in one task, impeding accurate differentiation between large and small targets. Taking
into account the distinctive focuses of classification and regression tasks, we introduce
the AMFDH (adaptive memory fusion detection head) in this paper. This approach uti-
lizes distinct branches to execute these tasks, allowing for individual adjustment of the
weights for each task. This ultimately enhances the model’s convergence speed and overall
performance. The architecture of the AMFDH is illustrated in Figure 7.

Firstly, high semantic features of 20 × 20, 40 × 40, and 80 × 80 are standardized to 128
dimensions using a 1 × 1 convolutional layer. This process merges feature information and
decreases the computational requirements. Following this, a pair of 3 × 3 convolutional
layers are employed to handle the target classification and localization tasks for the insu-
lators and their assorted defects independently and in parallel. This encourages feature
decoupling and channel attention, allowing the model to better apprehend both global and
local features of the insulator targets. This ultimately enhances the model’s aptitude for
differentiating objects from backgrounds and improves the model’s detection accuracy and
resilience. The target positioning branch also computes the confidence of the prediction
box. Lastly, three 1 × 1 convolutional layers output the detection target category vector,
detection box coordinate vector, and detection box confidence vector.
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The conventional SiLU activation function, usually implemented in the decoupling
detection head, typically has a fixed shape. As the shape of the activation function cannot
adaptively adjust, it curtails the model’s expressive capability and performance. To over-
come this limitation, we replaced it with the Meta-ACON [21] activation function, which
adaptively adjusts to the shapes of diverse input features. This improvement increases
the robustness, the adaptability, and the capability to effectively handle noise and outliers
within the input features.

To showcase the superiority of the Meta-ACON activation function, we substituted it
for various activation functions within the AMFDH. The results are displayed in Table 1.

Table 1. Accuracy of different activation functions.

Activation Function Accuracy (%)

AMFDH+ SiLU 90.1
AMFDH+ HardSwish 89.5

AMFDH+ Meta-ACON 91.2

3.4. CBAM Attention Mechanism

Adding the CBAM attention module after the backbone feature extraction network
can avoid feature loss and filter out useful features in the neural network during the
multi-layer operation iteration process. The CBAM [22] attention module is shown in
Figure 8. Compared with attention modules such as SE and ECA, which can only screen
out channel features, the CBAM attention module can simultaneously screen channel and
spatial features. The CBAM attention module uses the channel attention mechanism and
the spatial attention mechanism to perform weighting operations on the input feature
map F, in turn. Multiplying the weight and the feature map can complete the screening of
channel and spatial features and obtain the weighted adjusted selected feature map. It also
strengthens the ability to express the characteristics of small target defects.
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Within the channel attention module, the input feature map, denoted by F, undergoes
a process of global aggregation. This operation combines the global channel information of
the image through both global average and maximum pooling. This results in dimensions
of 1 × 1 × C. Following this, a shared perceptron and a sigmoid function are employed.
These tools assign high-weight values to channels that are significantly correlated with
the target information, which aids in filtering out irrelevant channel details. Through
this process, the channel-specific details are integrated to produce the channel attention
weight coefficients, symbolized by MC∈RC×1×1. Finally, the feature map F′ is obtained by
performing element-wise multiplication with the original feature map. The calculation
equation is as follows:{

MC(F) = σ(MLP(AvgPool(F)) + MLP(MaxPool(F)))
F′ = MC(F)⊗ F

, (8)

where F is the input feature map, MC is the channel weight coefficient, F′ is the channel
attention map of size C × H × W, σ denotes the sigmoid function, and ⊗ denotes matrix
multiplication.

Within the spatial attention module, the feature map is subjected to maximum pooling
and average pooling processes. These generate two feature maps that carry comprehen-
sive spatial information. These maps are subsequently concatenated along the channel
dimension, which allows for the filtration of spatial information pertinent to the target. The
output feature map from this process has dimensions of H × W × 2. Thereafter, this map
is processed through a 7 × 7 convolutional layer, which produces a channel feature map
with a dimension of 1. To derive the spatial weight, denoted as MS, the sigmoid function
is then applied. Finally, the CBAM attention output feature map FS is obtained through
element-wise multiplication between the feature maps F′ and FS. The calculation equation
is as follows: {

MS(F′) = σ( f 7×7([AvgPool
(
F′); MaxPool

(
F′)]))

FS = MS(F′)⊗ F′ , (9)

where MS denotes the spatial weight matrix and FS is the final output feature map.
To highlight the benefits of the CBAM attention mechanism in model validation, we

visualized the AC-YOLO network and compared it with the original YOLOv5 network.
The visualization results are presented as heatmaps, which highlight the regions the neural
network pays attention to during the detection process. Figure 9a shows the original
YOLOv5 network heat map, while Figure 9b shows the AC-YOLO network heat map. The
darker shading indicates a higher likelihood of insulator presence. Thermal imaging further
confirms the ability of the CBAM attention mechanism to identify small insulator defects
in complex backgrounds accurately. Comparing the thermograms of defects with those of
various insulator types, it is evident that the enhanced model emphasizes the small target
regions in the thermograms. This enhancement highlights the improved performance of the
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CBAM attention mechanism in insulator identification and localization. Furthermore, the
CBAM attention mechanism demonstrates significant stability and accuracy in detection,
even in the presence of complex background interference.
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3.5. SIoU Loss Function

The GIoU (generalized intersection over union) [23] loss function only focuses on the
overlap area between the prediction frame and the real frame without considering the
balance of difficult and easy samples, and there is a certain degree of fuzziness. For the
problems above existing in the GIoU and in view of the insulator defect detection, the
model convergence speed is slow, and the target prediction frame may not be able to match
the real frame during training correctly. Therefore, this paper adopts the SIoU [24] loss
function, and then, based on the GIoU loss function, the vector angle between the centers
of the two frames is considered when the prediction frame returns to the real frame. This
makes the prediction frame move quickly to the nearest coordinate axis and then return to
a single coordinate (x or y), effectively reducing the free variables in the loss function and
improving the classification accuracy of the model. The SIoU loss function consists of three
parts: angular loss, distance loss, and shape loss.

The SIoU loss function incorporates the angle between the center of the true bounding
box Bgt and the predicted bounding box B, resulting in a reduction of distance-related
variables. The calculation of this function is as follows:

σd =

√
(Bgt

cx − Bcx)
2
+ (Bgt

cy − Bcy)
2

CH = max(Bgt
cy, Bcy)− min(Bgt

cx, Bcx)
x = CH/σd = sin(α)
Λ = 1 − 2 × sin2(arcsin(x)− π

4 )

, (10)
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where Λ is the angle final result, σd is the distance between the prediction box and the
center point of the real frame, CH is the height difference between the prediction box and
the center point of the real box, Bcx and Bcy are the center coordinates of the prediction box,
and Bgt

cx and Bgt are the center coordinates of the real box, as shown in Figure 10a.
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Considering the angular loss defined above, the distance loss ∆ can be redefined
as follows:  ρx =

(
Bgt

cx−Bcx
Cw

)
, ρy =

(
Bgt

cy−Bcy
Ch

)
, γ = 2 − Λ

∆ = ∑t=x,y (1 − e−γρt)
, (11)

where Ch and Cw are the minimum external box length and width, respectively. As α
approaches 0, the contribution of ∆ decreases; conversely, the closer α is to π/4, the larger
the contribution of ∆. Thus, as the angle increases, γ is assigned a time-preferred distance
value. When α tends to 0, the distance loss becomes more regular, as depicted in Figure 10b.
The final shape loss, denoted as Ω, is calculated as follows:

Ww =
|w − wgt|

max(w, wgt)
, Wh =

∣∣h − hgt∣∣
max(h, hgt)

, (12)

Ω = (1 − e−ww)
θ
+ (1 − e−wh)

θ , (13)

where (w, h) and (wgt, hgt) are the width and height of the prediction frame and the real
frame, respectively; θ denotes the attention factor, and the specific value of the shape loss
varies for different datasets. In this study, the shape loss was determined to be 5 based on
the experimental results. The calculation equation for SIoU loss is as follows:

SIoULoss= 1 − IOU+
Ω + ∆

2
, (14)

To further emphasize the superiority of the SIoU loss function, this study introduced
the SIoU and GIoU loss functions separately into YOLOv5, and the convergence speed and
effectiveness of the model convergence were determined and compared. The comparative
results are shown in Figure 11. From the graph, it is evident that introducing the SIoU loss
function on the basis of YOLOv5 enables the model to continue to maintain the lowest
loss level during the training process and accelerates the convergence speed of the model.
During the training process, the minimum loss converged to less than 0.04, close to 0, and
the model showed no signs of overfitting.
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4. Experiment Preparation
4.1. Experimental Environment and Dataset

The experimental hardware setup comprised an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3–9100F CPU at
3.60 GHz, 16-GB RAM, an RTX 2080Ti graphics card with 11 GB of video memory, and GPU
acceleration through CUDA 11.0 and cuDNN 8.6.0. The software environment consisted
of the Windows 10 Professional operating system, PyCharm 20.1.1, and the PyTorch DL
1.7.1 framework.

Due to the limited defect dataset of overhead transmission lines or power fields
and considering the ability to comprehensively evaluate the condition of insulators, we
conducted this study using the insulator dataset provided by a company affiliated with the
State Grid Corporation of China that was captured by drones. During image acquisition,
the mutual positioning of the investigated object and the camera was set to 0◦, ±90◦, and
±45◦ to ensure that multi-angle information was fully considered. To enhance the model’s
generalization ability and to mitigate overfitting, various data augmentation techniques,
such as angle rotation, saturation adjustment, image flipping, and panning, were applied
to increase the sample size. The augmented dataset comprised 1593 images. These images
were labeled using the LabelImg tool, and the labeling process is illustrated in Figure 12.
The labeling categories were divided into three groups: the insulator, breakage defect
(posun), and flashover defect (wushan). Sample images representing these defects are
shown in Figure 13. The broken defects could be chipping, breaking, etc., and the degree
of breakage includes single-piece and multi-piece umbrella skirt breakage. According to
the different variations of the lighting conditions, the form of dirty flash defects includes
single-piece and multi-piece umbrella skirt flashing, and there is diversity in the area region
of the flashing. The acquired images have a consistent spatial resolution of 3216 × 2136
pixels. In order to speed up the model training efficiency, the acquired images were resized
to a resolution of 640 × 640 pixels before training. The dataset was split into a training set
and a validation set in a 9:1 ratio, with 1416 images in the training set and 177 images in
the validation set. The sample distribution is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Sample statistics of the insulator dataset.

Dataset Category Label Number of Targets

Insulators insulator 1825
Breakage defect posun 1091
Flashover defect wushan 2423

4.2. Evaluation Indicators

As the primary objective of this research was to enhance detection accuracy, various
performance metrics were utilized to evaluate the algorithm. These metrics include the
average precision (AP), recall rate (R), accuracy rate (precision, P), overall accuracy F1 (F1
score), frames per second (FPS), and mean average precision (mAP). P and R assess the
algorithm’s comprehensiveness and accuracy in detecting the target, while the F1 score
provides a comprehensive evaluation based on both precision and recall. AP measures
the detection accuracy for each category. FPS evaluates the speed of object detection by
representing the frame rate per second, indicating the number of pictures that can be
processed within a second. mAP represents the overall detection accuracy across all the
categories. These evaluation indicators are calculated using the following equations:

R =
TP

TP + FN
× 100%, (15)
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P =
TP

TP + FP
× 100%, (16)

F1 = 2PR/(P + R), (17)

AP =
∫ 1

0
P(R)dR, (18)

The evaluation metrics used in this study include TP (number of correctly detected
targets), FP (number of wrongly detected targets), FN (number of missed targets), N (total
number of detected categories), and P(R) (a function with R as the independent variable
and P as the dependent variable). The mAP is calculated as the mean value of the AP
values for each category.

5. Experimental Results and Analysis
5.1. Model Parameter Debugging

The AC-YOLO model was used to train and test the insulator multi-defect image
dataset; the batch size (Batchsize) was set to 8, the initial learning rate was set to 0.01, the
momentum was set to 0.937, and the total number of training rounds (epoch) was set to 300.
The Adam optimizer, which can obtain the optimal model weights, was used to optimize
the process. The training process used the cosine annealing learning rate decay strategy
to accelerate the convergence speed of the model, and the model evaluation index of the
training process is shown in Figure 14.

As shown in Figure 14a, the total losses of AC-YOLO were kept low during the training
process and had a faster convergence speed. The lowest loss value can be converged to
less than 0.03, which is close to 0, and there was no overfitting phenomenon. As shown in
Figure 14b, the larger the mAP value, the higher the accuracy of detection and the better the
network performance. From the figure, it can be seen that the AC-YOLO model gradually
stabilized when the number of iterations reached 100, and the detection accuracy (mAP)
reached up to 93.4% with the threshold set to 0.5, which is 5.1 percentage points higher
than the detection accuracy of the original YOLOv5 model.
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5.2. Ablation Experiment

To assess the effectiveness of the enhancements made to the original YOLOv5 algo-
rithm model, we conducted ablation experiments, and the results are presented in Table 3.
The p-values and R-values represent the average accuracy and recall values for the three
categories, respectively.

As can be seen from Table 3, The results of Experiment 2 show that after introducing
AWDMSDM into YOLOv5, the mAP@0.5 and R-value of the model increased by 1.5%
and 5.4% respectively. This shows that AWDMSDM can effectively distinguish complex
backgrounds, insulators, and multiple defects to a large extent, and can focus on tiny target
defects. Replacing the original detection head with AMFDH solved the conflict between
the multi-defect features of the insulators in the classification problems and regression
tasks. This improvement increased the mAP@0.5 by 3.6%. The CABM attention mechanism
and SIoU loss function introduced based on YOLOv5 increased the mAP@0.5 by 0.9% and
2.2%, respectively, compared with the original YOLOv5 model. Furthermore, the proposed
refined approach in this paper improved the YOLOv5 p-value, R-value, F1 accuracy, and
mAP@0.5 by 1.3%, 8.0%, 5.0%, and 5.1%, respectively, compared to the original model.
The data above show that the model used in this study has stronger feature extraction
capabilities and multi-scale fusion performance and has better detection performance in
detecting multi-type defects in insulators.

Table 3. Ablation experiment of AC-YOLO network model.

Group
Improvement Methods

P/% R/% F1/% mAP@0.5/%
AMFDH AWDMSM Att-CSP

Module GIoU SIoU

1 - - -
√

- 92.5 81.2 86.3 88.3
2 -

√
-

√
- 91.8 86.6 89.0 89.8

3 - -
√ √

- 92.7 85.2 88.3 89.2
4 - - -

√
92.8 85.2 88.3 90.5

5
√

- -
√

- 91.6 88.0 90.0 91.9
6

√ √
-

√
- 92.7 90.3 91.7 92.0

7
√ √ √ √

- 92.7 88.1 90.3 92.4
8

√ √ √
-

√
93.8 89.2 91.3 93.4

5.3. Comparison Experiments of Different Loss Functions

To showcase the superior performance of the SIoU loss function in comparison to
other loss functions, we enhanced the YOLOv5 algorithm by incorporating GIoU, CIoU,
and SIoU. The improved models were trained and tested using identical parameters, and
the outcomes of the three loss functions were assessed. The convergence speed and training
outcomes associated with each loss function are depicted in Figure 14 and summarized in
Table 4.

Table 4. Results of different loss functions.

Loss Function P/% R/% mAP@0.5/%

GIoU 92.7 86.0 90.1
CIoU 92.4 85.6 89.3
SIoU 92.8 85.2 90.5
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The results presented in Table 4 demonstrate the superiority of the SIoU loss function
compared to GIoU and CIoU in terms of the p-value and mAP. The accuracy rates for
SIoU were 92.8%, showing a slight improvement of 0.1% and 0.4% compared to GIoU
and CIoU. Similarly, the mAP for SIoU showed an improvement of 0.4% and 1.2% over
GIoU and CIoU. However, the R-value obtained with SIoU was 0.8% and 0.4% lower
than that of GIoU and CIoU, respectively. This discrepancy can be attributed to SIoU’s
emphasis on estimating smaller bounding boxes. Additionally, as depicted in Figure 15,
SIoU exhibited faster convergence than the other two loss functions within the initial
70 training rounds, while CIoU showed the slowest convergence, aligning with the findings
in Table 4. Therefore, based on this analysis, it is evident that the SIoU loss function offers
comprehensive advantages over the other two alternatives and demonstrates excellent
performance in detecting insulator defects.
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5.4. Performance Comparison of Different Detection Networks

To validate the effectiveness and generalizability of the proposed approach and to
provide a comprehensive assessment of the model’s performance, we compared it with five
other target detection algorithms: YOLOX [25], YOLOv7 [26], YOLOv8 [27], RetinaNet [28],
and Faster RCNN. All the algorithms underwent training and testing using identical
experimental settings. The evaluation metrics for the network models are presented in
Table 5.

Table 5. Comparison experiments of classical target detection networks.

Model

AP/%

P/% R/% F1/% mAP@0.5/% Parameters/M FPS/(f/s)
Insulators Breakage

Defect
Flashover

Defect

YOLOv5 99.7 83.4 81.8 92.5 81.2 86.3 88.3 6.63 42.24
YOLOX 99.7 86.3 82.4 91.8 85.8 88.3 89.5 8.94 39.20
YOLOv7 99.6 90.1 87.2 94.0 89.4 91.7 92.3 37.21 28.75
YOLOv8 99.5 89.4 82.6 92.6 86.7 89.6 90.5 11.20 40.38

RetinaNet 99.5 81.1 44.5 95.4 65.1 74.7 73.7 36.37 24.30
Faster RCNN 99.7 79.6 50.8 53.9 87.9 65.3 76.7 137.08 16.31

AC-YOLO 99.8 95.0 85.2 93.8 89.2 91.3 93.4 8.38 40.58

From the results in Table 5, it can be inferred that both the two-stage algorithm Faster
RCNN and the one-stage algorithm RetinaNet no longer possess any advantages in terms
of detection accuracy and speed when compared to the YOLO series. Among the YOLO
series algorithms, YOLOv7 achieved a high mAP of 92.3% by addressing the issue of
sample imbalance with a deeper network structure. The proposed AC-YOLO algorithm
showed a 2.9% increase in mAP compared to YOLOv8. YOLOX performed well in terms of
both detection accuracy and speed. However, the YOLOv5 algorithm outperformed other
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types of algorithms, achieving superior detection accuracy and a simultaneous detection
speed of 42.24 FPS. In this study, the improved AC-YOLO network had a mAP of 93.4%,
an accuracy of 93.8%, and a recall of 89.2%, which is further subdivided into an insulator
breakage defect detection accuracy of 95.0% and an insulator flashover defect detection
accuracy of 85.2%. Compared with the original YOLOv5 network, the improved AC-YOLO
network had a higher mAP in terms of overall detection accuracy. The accuracy and the
recall were improved by 5.1%, 1.3%, and 8.0%, respectively. In contrast, the detection
accuracy of small target defects, such as insulator breakage and insulator flashover, was
improved by 11.4% and 3.4%, respectively. The improved AC-YOLO network achieved a
significant improvement in the modeling accuracy, as well as insulator defect detection. At
the same time, the AC-YOLO network model size increased by 1.75M, and the detection
speed decreased by 1.66 FPS compared to the original YOLOv5 because the increase in
model complexity will inevitably bring about a reduction in the detection speed and an
increase in model volume. Therefore, the detection speed and model volume, compared to
the original network model, are slightly inferior, but a small amount of time and a small
amount of increase in the model volume was noted. However, a small increase in time and
a small increase in model volume will not substantially impact the model’s lightweight
and real-time aspects. At the same time, it is very cost effective to increase the detection
accuracy at the cost of a small increase in detection speed and a small increase in model
volume. Therefore, the method proposed in this paper strikes a good balance between
detection speed and accuracy.

5.5. Practical Result Verification

To more intuitively compare the detection effect of the original YOLOv5 model with
that of the AC-YOLO model for insulator defect picture detection, a comparative study
of the performance of the AC-YOLO network and the original YOLOv5 network was
carried out under the same hardware environment. The comparative results are shown
in Figure 16. The left panel shows the detection results of YOLOv5, while the right panel
demonstrates the detection results of AC-YOLO. From the results in Figure 16a, YOLOv5 is
greatly affected by environmental factors, which leads to false detections. In Figure 16b,
when there are more small target defects in the insulator pictures, the AC-YOLO model
has no leakage phenomenon in detecting tainted flash defects, and the detection accuracy
of AC-YOLO is better than that of the original YOLOv5. In Figure 16c, YOLOv5 suffers
from inaccurate target localization frames when facing the detection of multiple defect
categories. The combined situation shows that the proposed improved algorithm balances
accuracy and speed in detecting multiple defective insulators. In practical applications, its
leakage and false detection rates are low, which can more effectively meet the requirements
of practical detection.
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6. Conclusions

This paper introduces AC-YOLO, a network designed for detecting multiple de-
fects in insulators. AC-YOLO incorporates several improvement methods, including the
AWDMSM module, Attn-CSP module, AMFDH detection head, and SIoU loss function.
These enhancements enhance the network’s feature extraction and processing capabili-
ties, resulting in improved detection performance for small defective targets. AC-YOLO
achieves a mAP of 93.4% and a detection speed of 40.58 FPS, surpassing the existing main-
stream target detection algorithms. Therefore, AC-YOLO is suitable for insulator defect
detection in UAV power inspection tasks. Future research will focus on several directions,
including methods to find the optimal balance between the detection speed and accuracy
for specific applications, especially in embedded chip detection. We will further attempt
to improve the robustness of the network to complex environmental conditions to ensure
reliable execution in real detection tasks. In addition, we also plan to continuously improve
the network architecture of the proposed algorithms and effectively integrate them into
the hardware environment required for transmission line fault detection. Research in
these areas will continue to advance technology and lead to more innovative and reliable
solutions in automatic insulator detection.

7. Discussion

AC-YOLO has a wide range of practical applications and significant benefits in real-
world grid maintenance and repair scenarios. The following are some of the potential
applications and benefits:

(1) Efficient defect detection: AC-YOLO realizes efficient detection of multiple defects
on insulators by adding the adaptive weight distribution multi-head self-attention module
AWDMSM, designing the adaptive memory fusion detection head, and introducing the
CBAM attention mechanism and SIoU loss function on top of YOLOv5. This includes small
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defect targets, such as insulator breakage, insulator flashover, and other defects, and the
AC-YOLO algorithm in the grid to find potential problems more quickly and reliably.

(2) Improve safety: In the power grid, it is essential to find and repair defects on
the insulator in a timely manner to ensure the safe operation of the grid. AC-YOLO
high-precision detection helps prevent potential failures, reducing the risk of accidents.

(3) Reducing human risk: Embedding AC-YOLO in a UAV can allow for performing
tasks in complex grid environments, reducing the risk of human inspections. This is
especially important for inspection in high-risk or difficult-to-access areas.

(4) Improve maintenance efficiency: AC-YOLO’s high detection speed means that it
can inspect large areas of the grid more quickly, improving maintenance efficiency. This
helps to identify problems in a timely manner and take appropriate maintenance measures
to minimize grid outage time.

(5) Reduce costs: Automated inspection and maintenance processes can reduce labor
costs and improve the overall effectiveness of grid maintenance. The application of AC-
YOLO is expected to reduce the cost of inspection and maintenance for grid operators while
improving service levels.

(6) Comprehensive coverage: Drones equipped with AC-YOLO can cover all the grid
parts, including hard-to-reach areas. This ensures comprehensive monitoring of the grid
system and improves the detection of potential problems.

Overall, applying AC-YOLO in grid maintenance and repair is expected to bring
multiple benefits to the power system’s reliability, safety, and economy. As technology
evolves, AC-YOLO will play an important role in the power industry, providing smarter
and more efficient solutions for grid operations.
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